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Reading Quiz #3 (chapters 11-14) DUE___________________ 
On looseleaf paper, answer these questions in complete, MEANINGFUL sentences. (This means you 
should restate the question in your answer, so that your answer makes sense apart from the question.)
1. Why did Ruth fall in love with a black man? 107 
2. What would they do to interracial couples back then 

according to Ruth? 107 
3. What does Ruth say she loves about “black folks”? 

109 
4. What did Peter risk in dating Ruth? 110 
5. Who knows Ruth is pregnant? 114 
6. What does Hunter do for a living? 118 
7. Why didn’t Hunter live at the St. Alban’s house? 119 
8. Why doesn’t James tell his stepfather how he felt 

about him? 127 

9. What does Ruth say she loves about NYC? 130 
10. What did she do about the pregnancy? 134 
11. What was most important to Mameh’s sisters? 135 
12. What is James’ reaction to his mother’s piano 

playing? 138 
13. What does Ruth do with all her money? 141 
14. How does James earn money? 141 
15. How does James deal with his pain? 142 
16. Why does James like the corner? 147
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